
 

 

Welcome to our Spring Edition of the Term Times; you will see that the children have been     
extremely busy and have enjoyed welcoming new visitors and travelling to new places. A     
personal first for me was singing in an eight thousand strong choir at the O2 – it was a    

magnificent performance and one etched in the memory forever. The Teaching Staff of our 
CACoT Schools were particularly privileged to meet an Olympian and world-renowned British 

Conductor – the learning for all has been extremely motivating and inspiring.  

 

The School has had positive feedback about our Facebook page, which is in place to further      
extend our communication with our families and the wider community. We aim to increase the 
amount of followers so that it is your ‘go to’ page for all School information and celebrations, 

alongside Class Dojo and the School website.  

 

Dr Manson has raised sufficient monies through the Key Stage Two ‘Snack Shack’ to fund 
improvements to the playground experience, which will be voted on by the children. I would like 

to thank all adults and children involved in supporting this initiative. 

 

We have been pleased to welcome back Mrs Hollingsworth following her maternity leave and 
after our Easter break we will be welcoming back Mrs Finch and Mrs Crocombe to our teaching 

team following their maternity leave.  We say a fond farewell to Miss Phillips who supports 
learning in Oysters SRP, she is extending her career to work at St Nicholas Special School in 

Canterbury. She will be sorely missed but we wish her well. 

 

It is especially poignant at Easter to think about new life and new beginnings. I have pleasure 
in announcing a new arrival for our teacher, Mrs Dodd;  baby Remy arrived on March 16th 
2019 - both are doing well and have been in to visit the Year One classes and Joy Lane Team.   

In addition, our Finance Officer, Miss Rumbles, gave birth to twin boys on March 29th 2019 – 
Jaxon, Chester and Mother are all well and very busy! 

 

On behalf of  our Staff, Governors and children, l wish you and your families a very peaceful 
and restful Easter time and look forward to seeing you all on our return to school on             

St. George’s Day, Tuesday 23rd April 2019. 

Welcome to the Easter Edition of Term Times 2019 

Joy Lane Pr imary School  
www.joylane.kent.sch.uk 

CaCOT at THE HORSEBRIDGE 
 

During the first week of February, the Coastal Alliance Schools held an 

amazing Art Exhibition at the Horsebridge Centre, celebrating the impact of 

the BBC series ‘The Blue Planet’. All year groups at Joy Lane were made 

aware of the plastic pollution in our oceans and this was reflected in their 

original and eye-catching artwork.  May I say a big ‘Thank you’ to all the 

families who sent in plastic recycling items to help with our massive       

construction of the ‘Whale of Hope’, which really drew the crowds at the 

exhibition and can still be seen sailing above the corridor in the main 

school. This was the second collaborative Art Exhibition organised by 

CACoT, and I am sure you will agree that it was a fun and very thought  

provoking exhibition, celebrating the true talents of our children. Fabulous 

as always!                                                                           

Miss S Broadbent 



 

 

ART TRIP KS1 
 

Mrs Pearce and Miss Whitaker took a select few from Years 1 and 2 to create some 

artistic shots for the 'Seaside Photography' themed CACoT exhibition. Children        

described what they loved doing at the beach, re-enacted their scenes and took     

photos of one another. Soon we will get to take part in a  curation day with other 

schools.  

HARRIER LODGE CHAMPAGNE RECEPTION 
 
The 21st March 2019 saw a select group drawn from the Joy Lane Young Voices Choir entertaining at the       

Grand Lunch of Harrier Lodge. 

During the speeches, this group dazzled the current residents in their beautifully appointed common area with their 

vocal warm up practice of the pieces they were to present later 

in the afternoon. 

Residents and choir members participated together in a light 

exercise session playing ‘Catch the Balloons’ and other sensory 

toys. Our Joy Lane representatives delighted the residents and 

there was much laughter and fun – even the staff joined in.    

During this time, our talented children were invited to investigate 

the sensory table and play some darts. 

Soon, it was time to perform to the assembled company which 

included residents-to-be, local dignitaries and high ranking 

members of Local Government, including the Mayor.  

After a brief photo opportunity with the local newspaper, we 

wowed the crowd with our toe-tapping ‘Moana Medley’ followed 

by the ‘Swing Thing’. There was noticeable audience participation during the ‘air trumpet’ solos. 

Many exciting compliments were offered about the calibre of our choir and their excellent, energetic performance. 

Mrs Rawlings is to be congratulated!  

Afterwards, as a reward for their efforts, our musical ambassadors were invited to decorate and consume some 

delicious cupcakes and to spend time meeting the visiting companion dogs, who received lots of fuss and many 

cuddles.  

All in all it was an extremely successful outing.  

Mrs Godden, Mrs Harkins and Mrs Rafferty accompanied the musical ensemble. 

YOUNG VOICES 
 

After months of rehearsals, the Young 

Voices Choir finally ventured up to the 02 

in London. On arrival, we took to our 

seats and started the three hour          

rehearsal with the Lead Conductor. We 

went through each of the songs,       

practising the harmonies, parts and     

actions in preparation for the concert. 

Whilst we started to feel tired, we were all excited about the main event. After     

eating our tea, we returned to our seats and waved as our parents, carers and 

friends arrived at the arena.  

At 7.15pm, the lights went out and the concert began. We got to watch and perform 

alongside some incredibly talented musicians and singers including none other than 

Tony Hadley!  It was GOLD! 
 

We did ourselves proud as we sang with enthusiasm, passion and      

energy throughout the two concerts. The grand finale was a ‘Greatest 

Showman’ medley which was introduced by a voice message from Hugh 

Jackman, who unfortunately was unable to join us. We ended the     

evening with ‘Goosebumps and Smiles’! 

Singing as part of the World’s Largest Choir with thousands of other   

children was an experience that will not be forgotten. The dancers,     

musicians, singers and conductor were inspirational. 

JOY LANE SWIM SCHOOL 

 

Learning to swim is a life skill that every child should have access to 

and this is even more important for the children of coastal towns like 

Whitstable. At Joy Lane Primary School, we therefore pride          

ourselves on our pool being a community resource that is not just 

enjoyed by the pupils of our school.   
 

Joy Lane Primary School Lessons 

At JLPS, swimming is part and parcel of school life.  All 550 children 

have a weekly 30 minute swimming lesson for three terms of the   

academic year. Our instructors follow the STA School Swimming Academy Programme which is designed to 

meet the National Curriculum requirements for strokes and distances, whilst also ensuring pupils develop water 

confidence, key lifesaving and water skills. This results in 67% of our pupils being able to swim 25 metres      

unaided at the end of Key Stage 2, compared to the national average of just 55%.  Some of our older pupils, 

who took their first strokes in our pool, have gone on to join local competitive swimming clubs, with several    

winning medals at the Kent County Championships. 
 

Oysters SRP 

Pupils attending the School’s Specialist Resourced Provision are also taught swimming in our pool. Some     

pupils join mainstream lessons whilest others enjoy sessions that are specifically tailored for pupils of the        

Provision, with a number of their teachers and assistants joining them in the water.   
 

Oyster Bay Nursery School 

Recently, we have also started offering weekly lessons to the children of the School’s on-site Nursery.  Currently 

19 pre-schoolers are benefitting from 30 minute lessons taught on a Tuesday morning. 
 

Other Schools 

All primary schools have to offer swimming as part of the National Curriculum, and we are pleased to be in a  

position to offer lessons to other schools.  We not only teach children from other Whitstable Schools; we also 

have schools from Faversham, Canterbury and Herne Bay choosing to bring their pupils to our pool. 
 

Joy Lane Swim School 

The pool does not stand idle when school finishes. Every afternoon, from 3.30 to 6pm, we offer 

lessons to all local children. Currently, we have 160 swimmers progressing through the 10 stages 

of the Swim England Learn to Swim Framework, which our instructors follow. 
 

Joy Lane Swimming Club 

In January, we also started a Swimming Club for children who wanted a bit more than just lessons but didn’t 

want the commitment of joining a competitive club.  For an hour on a Tuesday evening, the children are drilled 

by two of our coaching instructors.   
 

Weekends 

The school does not use the pool at the weekend, so we are more than happy to rent it out to another external 

swimming school, allowing even more children access to the essential life skill of learning to swim. 

 

Please search for and ‘like’ Joy Lane Swim School Facebook page for updated and further           

information. 
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YEAR 2 GO TO THE BALL! 

 
 

We had so much fun creating and eating our own Royal trifle. 

We waved Union Jack flags, tried some Royal dancing and greeted one another like Lords and Ladies. 

Everyone made a great effort to look fabulous and smart.  

Year 2 thoroughly enjoyed learning all about the Queen of  

England and this event topped it off nicely.  

What a posh event it was! 

ANDREW CLOVER AUTHOR VISIT 
 

On Tuesday 12th February, we welcomed famous comedian, actor and author, Andrew 

Clover, into school to inspire the children to read and write! He entertained the children 

from Key Stage 1 and 2 in an hour-long assembly to kick start the day, and then the 

children returned to class to write. During the morning, he held workshops with children 

from across KS1 and KS2, as well as in Oysters, where he shared his top tips for      

storytelling. To close the day, he read out examples of the children’s work written that 

day, and awarded prizes to some of our budding authors. Some of you were even lucky 

enough to buy a signed copy of ‘Rory Branagan (Detective)’ to take home and read! 

WORLD BOOK DAY  

World Book Day was a fun-filled day packed full with varied and exciting   

reading activities. We kicked off the  celebrations with a whole school         

assembly and reading of ‘Wonky Donkey’ – Joy 

Lane’s new favourite tale!  

The children then returned to class to explore 

the strange, wordless book ‘Tuesday’. As part of 

the World Book Day activities, a group of KS2 

children spent time with the residents of Harrier 

Lodge Care Home; these confident, caring    

children read their favourite stories aloud and engaged in book blether with the res-

idents. 

In the afternoon, we opened up the school for Sharing Learning Afternoon with a twist as parents were invited to 

join in the reading fun in the classrooms.  

KS1 & KS2 RSPB BIG GARDEN BIRD WATCH 

On 28
th
 January, our EY, KS1 and KS2 Eco-reps joined the residents at Harrier 

Lodge Care Home to tally birds landing in their gardens, as part of the RSPB Big 

Garden Bird Watch. The children and residents then spent time indoors (in the 

warm!) demonstrating their observational skills by drawing a variety of birds, some 

of which they had spotted during the bird watch.  

VISITING FROM TOKYO 
 

Monday 25th February was not just the start of Term 4 but also the day that our 

visitors from Tokyo came to visit Joy Lane Primary School. The trainee teachers 

wanted to compare Primary Education in Japan with that in England. Hosted by 

Chaucer College, Canterbury, Richard and our nine oriental guests started with a    

guided tour of Joy Lane led by our own Miss L Millum. They were   impressed by 

the displays around the School and delighted by the Japanese display in KS2 

which Mrs Rennells and Mrs Bedwell created from calligraphy and origami    

pieces.  

After a celebration assembly in which Mr Ashley-Jones welcomed our guests 

after enjoying Wales’ victory over England at Rugby a little too much! Apparently, 

they win every ten years! 

The teachers-to-be were whisked to KS1 where 

Year 1 and Year 2 acted as hosts during a        

Mathematics and English lesson.  

Lunch was a traditional taste of ‘Old Blighty’ with fish’n’chips served in polystyrene 

containers with wooden forks – which our guests thoroughly enjoyed – followed by 

ice cream.  

The afternoon consisted of workshops for the KS1 children who had welcomed the 

Japanese teachers in the morning. Both were delighted with the other and I        

received a gorgeous thank you letter and gift – a genuine Japanese print on a    

bamboo scroll. It really is fantastic, and we need to find a suitable location to show 

the gift off to its best advantage. 

We look forward to welcoming our guests back next year, when they have asked to see English and Mathematics 

in KS2 as well.  

来年まで！Until next year!           Ms Bell 

SCIENCE & LITERACY SHINE! 

As part of our Science and English unit this term, the Year 4’s have been learning all about lighthouses. During 

our English lessons we have been learning to write instructions on how to make         

lighthouses and eventually we were able to create some fantastic models. After putting a 

lot of thought and effort into their designs, the Year 4 children managed to assemble 

some  fantastic, unique lighthouses made from Pringle tubes and plant pots. Once the 

children had finished creating their lighthouses, we were lucky enough to have                

Mr Rawlings in for the day teaching the children about circuits and making switches. With 

Mr Rawlings’ fantastic input, the children were able to give their lighthouses a bulb and 

add some finishing touches to their designs. It was a brilliant day had by all of the Year 4 children and their final 

models were something to be very proud of. Thank you once again to Mr Rawlings for booking a day off work to 

come and help us out!  

MAKATON ASSEMBLY 
 

We had an inspiring assembly with a charity called 'More than Words' who provide  

Makaton training workshops for anyone who works with, or cares for, children with          

communication difficulties. They read the book 'We're Going on a Bear Hunt' using 

spoken words and sign language, and they even asked a few children (and Mr 

O'Keeffe!) to come up to the front and act out the story using props.  

Well done to everybody in the audience for joining in with the sign language! I wonder 

if your child can teach you sign language for 'beautiful' or 'bear'?  

BLUE PLANET ART EXHIBITION 
 

This successful exhibition was warmly welcomed by the local     

community - a fantastic achievement for the Whitstable and Herne 

Bay schools who worked collaboratively in putting this together. 

This year, we tried to make the exhibition more hands-on with       

interactive poems, recyclable models you could manoeuvre yourself, 

plus some seaside-themed homemade music. 

Ms Broadbent also offered a fantastic tote bag printing workshop on 

a Saturday during the Exhibition.  'TOTES AMAZE' ;-) 

Watch this space for the next one...this time, we're reaching out to the Turner Gallery in Margate! 

Mrs J Pearce 
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NURSERY NEWS 
 
The Nursery children enjoyed celebrating        

Chinese New Year. They participated in some 

fantastic Chinese Dragon dancing, tried some 

yummy Chinese foods and practised writing 

words using Chinese symbols. The children also 

tried eating with chopsticks – how tricky! They 

thoroughly   enjoyed exploring and learning about 

such a fantastic cultural celebration.  

         

The pre-school Nursery children have enjoyed their weekly trips to Bradbury Grange Care Home this term.  

They love to share songs, play           

parachute games and take part in 

craft activities with the Grandmas 

and Grandpas.  

 

The children have also taught the 

Grandmas and Grandpas some of 

their favourite Nursery songs and 

stories and they have made some 

very special friends.  

 

The children bring lots of joy and laughter to the Care Home and  always brighten up everyone’s day!   

WHAT I CAME TO SCHOOL FOR! 
 

As the Music teacher, you would not be surprised to hear me say that Music is ‘what I come to school for’ (in the 

words of Busted), but this is something that has honestly been said to me a few times this term by children and 

also by a parent letting me know how much drum lessons mean to her child.  

We are SO proud at Joy Lane to be riding on a wave of ever-more ambitious Year 

Group music projects, assemblies and end of term shows that you may have been 

lucky enough to have seen. Year 3 and 4 have, in the last week, excelled       

themselves by raising the bar again. There seems to be nothing that I dream up 

that our willing children cannot learn and perform, with confidence, enthusiasm and 

smiles.  

Involvement in instrumental lessons has soared this academic year, with the      

addition of a new percussion specialist, Mr K Edwards and also a huge further   

increase in woodwind and piano lessons, thanks to Ms K Salter. I know I gave you 

this incredible news in the weekly newsletter, but we now have over 20% of our 

children learning instruments in school and plans to expand on this further still in the near future. The children’s 

hard work is paying off, as 9 brave musicians excelled in external exams this term, with a similar number      

planning to take an exam in the Summer Term and the same again for the Autumn.  

It is not an exaggeration to say that music is everywhere across Joy Lane, from our Early Years’ Music         

Specialists, to Year 4 strumming ukuleles in the corridor in their lunch breaks for fun, to 

the twice weekly, after-school jamming sessions of Year 6, as they battle through the 

music of our epic undertaking that is ‘The School of Rock’. The music room is the    

happy, buzzing, noisy(!) heart of our School and as we approach the Summer and our 

next big event, 80 children will come together to show you that maybe ‘The School of 

Rock’ was written for us?! 

SPORT FOR ALL! 

 

Term 4 has provided lots of sporting opportunities for our children where 

they have been able to show off their natural abilities.  

Firstly, Years 5 and 6 went to Herne Bay High School (HBHS) to   compete 

in a Handball Tournament. The children made it to the quarter finals and 

showcased some brilliant teamwork and passages of play! 

Next, it was Years 1 and 2 who headed to HBHS to take part in an Infant 

Agility competition. Again, the children gave their all and had a fantastic 

time.  
 

The last tournament was Quicksticks Hockey. The children headed to Polo Farm Sports Centre in two groups. 

Years 3 and 4 went first and came second in their group. Unfortunately, it was only the top teams from each 

group that went through to the next stages but the children all had great fun and did really 

well considering that for most, this was their first try at hockey!  

Years 5 and 6 played in the afternoon and they too had a great deal of fun. Unfortunately, 

they didn’t make it out of the group stages either but the more they played, the stronger 

they performed.  
 

Well done to all the children who have represented our School this term.  

You should be very proud of your achievements. I know I am!  

Mrs Luckhurst  

SPEED STACKING 
 

Twelve children travelled to Herne Bay High School to compete in the Speed 

Stacking Competition (a first for Joy Lane). Having never entered before, neither 

the children, Mr Coggin or Mrs Luckhurst knew what to expect. It was really well 

organised and the children enjoyed the experience. They each took part in five 

different events with their best time for each being recorded.  

Well done to all involved; you all did amazingly well!  

Athletics 
 

Eighteen children from Years 5 & 6 travelled to Herne Bay High School for the   

Annual Indoor Athletics Event. The children were all very excited and behaved  

impeccably. Split into heats for girls and boys, the children all competed in two 

track and two field events, including running relays, obstacle races, throwing and 

jumping  challenges.  

Well done to all the children who took part and represented our school in such a        

fabulous manner!  

We were invited to enter the Canterbury City Council competition to design a 

flowerbed for Whitstable. As usual, our artistic children  created amazing       

designs based on an ‘animal’ theme.  We recently received the fantastic news 

that the competition winner is from Joy Lane, but their name remains a secret 

until May when the flowerbed is planted and the presentation takes place. 

DESIGN A FLOWERBED 
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OYSTERS SRP 

 

The last two terms have been both exciting and action packed for the children in Oysters. Children have        

participated in the Year 3 and Year 4 productions, others have been on a residential trip to Grosvenor Hall and 

some have completed Bikeabilty courses. 
 

Two children from Oysters joined their integration class for a          

residential trip to Grosvenor Hall in Ashford. They were treated to four 

action-packed days of adventure. Highlights of the trip included    

fencing, laser tag, the zip wire, 3G swing and watching Mr Coultrip 

pretend to be a sloth on Jacobs Ladder. Joining the rest of Year 5 for 

the trip was a big step for the children and they showed courage,  

perseverance and maturity by taking part. 
 

Mackintosh class had the opportunity to complete a Bikeability course. The children thoroughly     

enjoyed learning to ride safely on the road, show good control of their bike and use their bike to get 

from A to B. Whilst the children weren’t cycling, they learnt about road safety. All of Mackintosh    

greatly enjoyed the experience. 
 

The children who participate in Oysters’ life skills curriculum have relished ‘Junk Modelling’ 

and ‘Around the World’ lessons over the last two terms. In ‘Around the World’ the children 

have been on a whistle-stop tour around the world spending time learning about China and 

Mexico in particular on their globe-trotting learning journey.  They have learnt where different 

continents are on a world map and about some of the specific features, cultures and        

landmarks of different places. 
 

During ‘Junk Modelling’, children have been shown interesting ways of reusing and recycling different materials. 

Each week, the children have created unique ‘junk sculptures’ based around specific design briefs. This session 

has harnessed the children’s creativity, whilst also promoting discussions about the materials we use and throw 

away. 

MUSICAL EXTRAVAGANZA  

On Thursday the 28th March, Year 3 put on a Musical Extravaganza performing in front of their parents and carers. 

The show was inspired by this Term’s topic ‘The Iron Man’, 

having watched both the film ‘The Iron Giant’ and read the 

opening of the book by Ted Hughes. In English, we have 

been writing our own robot-based stories and poems which 

we shared; in Science we have been looking at magnetic 

forces which we used to help us build our very own Iron Man, 

and in Music, Mrs Rawlings has been teaching us to play  

different rhythms on the junk orchestra at our Forest School. 

Through this we learnt that music can be made from          

anything! At home, we created our own junk instruments and then used these in our performance to play the   

soundtrack to some ‘Iron Giant’ movie clips. We also introduced Joy Lane’s newest band ‘The Lil’ Giants’ who     

accompanied Year 3 singing Black Sabbath’s Iron Man on their instruments. It was a fantastic performance and we 

were extremely proud of all the children.  

Well done Year 3! 

Mrs Bowler, Mr Hampshire, Mrs Moorfield and Miss Van Rooyen.  

EASTER PRODUCTION 
 
On Tuesday, 2nd April, Year 4 children took part in a musical extravaganza. As 

the Year Group is full of many young, budding musicians and performers, it was 

decided that ‘The Greatest Showman’ would be a suitable theme to take on.  

With renditions of ‘From now on’ on the ukulele to fantastic dance performances 

to ‘This is me’, Mrs Rawlings and the Year 4 Team put on an unforgettable        

performance.  

Yet again, Mrs Rawlings managed to bring the unthinkable together to create a show-stopping performance. With 

seamless transitions from one song to the next, as well as a magical light display, this will definitely be one of the 

highlights of the year!  

A massive thank you to Mrs Rawlings for her time and effort in pulling together such a wonderful show! 

 

GREATER DEPTH MATHS DAY 

 

On Friday, 22nd March, four talented maths pupils from Year 4 were selected to take part 

in a Maths Workshop Day at Hoath Primary School.  

The day involved challenging team games and opportunities to extend their mathematical 

knowledge with brain twisting maths challenges. The children had a fantastic time with 

one of the pupils saying, “It’s giving me lots of confidence and has made me want to try 

even harder in maths!”  

Thank you to the Chair of Governors, Mrs Graves, for supporting the children on this trip. 

Our Staff Professional Development Day…. 

 
What the staff of CACot (Coastal Alliance Co-operative Trust) get up to whilst the children have a day at 

home??? 

 

On Friday, 15th February, staff from the many schools who are 

part of the Coastal Alliance got together in our main school hall to 

hear life stories from Olympic Athlete, Jack Green, and World  

famous British Conductor, Charles Hazelwood.  The themes for 

the day included overcoming adversity, inclusivity and the power 

of positive thinking and a ‘can-do’ attitude! Both the speakers 

were inspiring, amusing and passionate in re-telling their life    

stories; Jack in the way he fought back in overcoming numerous 

injuries and personal problems to achieve sporting success while 

Charles told us all about his plan to advocate for a wider audience 

for orchestral music and rethinking what an orchestra is by integrating disability and new technologies. 

 

The teachers, leaders, support staff and others left motivated and inspired by the day, as we laughed and cried 

and even sang a Sea Shanty like a professional choir - thank you to Jack and Charles.    

Mr Ashley-Jones   

Jack Green 
Charles Hazlewood 

STEM WORKSHOPS 

Our children have been busy this term participating in STEM workshops. In Reception our keen    

scientists worked hard to try and filter the mucky water in the Forest School. They used sand, rocks 

and cotton wool to turn the water clear. Year 1, 2 and 3 pupils tried to work out the best way to 

clean old copper coins. They decided to use acidic liquids like lemon juice, vinegar and cola to get 

rid of years of grime! "These coins are older than me!" They discovered that the best method was to 

use lemon juice mixed with salt, as salt sped up the reaction time. Year 4, 5 and 6 pupils made 

'fireworks in a jar' by using water, oil and food colouring to see which ingredient was the most 

dense. They discovered that water is more dense than oil and sat at the bottom of their jars. The 

food colouring dropped to the bottom slowly before mixing with the water. 
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YEAR 5 RESIDENTIAL VISIT 
 

The children mustered in the Early Years’ Hall. There were a few tears but the Parents and Carers managed to dry their eyes in time to wave their children off. The children were excited, a little   

apprehensive but so good natured. 
 

Leo’s Coaches delivered us safe and sound to Grosvenor Hall where we carried or dragged our suitcases to our         

dormitories. This is when we realised, we had brought too much! After a brief ‘settling in’ period we had a guided tour of 

the facilities from our Group Leader, Danny, soon to became our ‘best buddy’ at Grosvenor. 

After lunch we watched ‘Monsters Inc.’ before our first activity. This is where we split into our six groups and went our 

separate ways. All children experienced the same activities but in a different order and with different instructors.  
 

My group started with the 3G Swing led by the charismatic Sophie from Doncaster. The children were fantastic! Such 

bravery and so much fun as the children were slowly pulled higher and higher by their group mates until the swingers 

pulled the cord and released themselves on the ‘best’ swing ever. The excitement had started with a lot of whooping and 

thumbs up. After a delicious dinner we had problem solving in the dusk. The children worked together as teams to      

traverse a piranha infested river on a rope bridge with only 10 wooden panels. It required co-operation, communication 

and a good sense of balance on a limited surface area. Fear not, all children were safely transported from one side to the 

other so they could go back to their dormitories to spruce themselves up for the disco. Some of the outfits were gorgeous, the hair 

products numerous and the dance moves captivating. Suddenly, the ‘Grosvenor Squirrel’ came to join us as we danced the evening away. You may recognise the squirrel from your child’s gift shop souvenir. 

The first day was nearly over and the girls and boys went to their dormitories to sleep! Eventually! 
 

Day Two was going to be action packed. A 7:15 am breakfast was a bit of a shock but everyone rose to the challenge. Some children were early risers while others needed a  

little coaxing. Breakfast consisted of cereal, toast, fruit, a cooked breakfast or a little bit of everything! My team had Fencing with Chris, from Salford, who told us about safety 

and the different moves before we had a tournament where the aim was to collect cones from one foil with the other. We had already met Chris and his flamboyant dancing style 

at the disco. Straight on to ‘Catapults and Chariots’ which involved making a huge catapult and gigantic chariot from IKEA-style instruction sheets. Suffice to say, it was tricky but 

we succeeded. 
 

Lunch then ‘Nightline’ with Danny who blindfolded us as we had to overcome obstacles whilst holding a guide rope and finding our way through a maze of tyres. It was brilliant – 

with everyone helping each other to find the destination. Then back to Chris and Aeroball which is a gigantic trampoline in four parts. The aim was to score goals – on the same 

side (one mark) or diagonally (two points). Tummies were rumbling now but we had one more activity before dinner. This was ‘Bushcraft and Shelter Building’ which was like our 

very own ‘Forest School’ but on a larger scale – Mr Greenway would have been envious. We built our own woodland shelters where children showed their construction skills and 

interior décor talents.  
 

After dinner came the ‘Aerial Runway’ or zipwire where children hurtled down the wire and couldn’t wait to run back for another go. The first step took the breath away. After that 

they strolled off backwards, forwards and with legs out! The evening was rounded off by singing around the campfire before bed. This was a long day and many children were 

really looking forward to their beds. They settled well to await the next day’s adventures. 
 

Day Three started with ‘Team Tech’ to build the highest self-standing tower and a shoe rack to hold the most shoes, followed by ‘Team Games’ with Tony from Stratford. We 

played rounders with some incredible batting and fielding until Mr Harkins introduced ‘tactics’ with some deliberate slowing down of the game. It worked to his team’s advantage 

but I wasn’t upset! Finally, we played a game with a frisbee and the cleverest tactic of all, they used ‘rock, paper, scissors’ to sort out any disputes over possession – that also 

worked! Lunch was followed by ‘Crate Stacking’ where they created a tower before destroying it like a wrecking ball – they were the wrecking ball. As you can imagine, that was 

very popular. The pool party was followed by ‘Archery’ where a fox, a hare and two magpies sat beyond the target watching us shoot our arrows. This was surreal and a lovely 

way to end the afternoon. Children did very well in finding their targets. After dinner, my group had ‘Laser’ shooting with Danny again where their ‘killer instincts’ came to the fore. 

It was hilarious to watch them shooting the person infront of them in the queue, then smiling when they turned around. “Who me?” I had the restorative gun which brought them 

back to life which made me the hero of the hour. That was such a lovely feeling and as I gave them their lives back, each one thanked me so politely. The final activity for the day was the indoor climbing 

wall where they climbed like nimble, agile monkeys pulling and pushing themselves up. By now, harnesses and hard hats were routine as the four instructors allowed the children many attempts.           

Courageous, strong and talented as all the groups had been.  
 

The final day and off we went from Hendon’s Square to Jacob’s ladder where all the team building activities of 

the previous days bore fruit. Each pair worked together to support each other and the children climbed as high 

as they could on the swinging ladder. As the last activity approached, children were becoming excited about   

going home and seeing their parents and carers. The ‘Initiative Tasks’ used problem solving – stacking nails, 

making eight from seven and undoing rope shackles – cerebral maore than physical. Lunch then home on Leo’s 

Coaches to families, friends and pets. 
 

Obviously, this is a very personal impression of the residential break but I hope it gives you a flavour of the     

excitement and the opportunities offered. I feel very privileged to have worked with my ‘Dream Team’ of adults – 

Mrs Harkins, Mr Harkins, Mrs Stevens, Mr Coultrip, Mr Coggin, Miss Robinson, Miss Gillmore and Miss      

Broadbent. Thank you to everyone in the JLPS Office for making this opportunity possible. Mostly, I should like 

to say well done to the children who ‘seized the day’ and made the most of this activity break. 
 

How lucky we were with the weather – it was perfect!  Ms Bell 
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